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ABSTRACT
The last decade has witnessed many advances in the field of small scale unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). In particular, the quadrotor has attracted significant atten-
tion. Due to its ability to perform vertical takeoff and landing, and to operate in
cluttered spaces, the quadrotor is utilized in numerous practical applications, such
as reconnaissance and information gathering in unsafe or otherwise unreachable en-
vironments.
This work considers the application of aerial surveillance over a city-like environ-
ment. The thesis presents a framework for automatic deployment of quadrotors to
monitor and react to dynamically changing events. The framework has a hierarchical
structure. At the top level, the UAVs perform complex behaviors that satisfy high-
level mission specifications. At the bottom level, low-level controllers drive actuators
on vehicles to perform the desired maneuvers.
In parallel with the development of controllers, this work covers the implementa-
tion of the system into an experimental testbed. The testbed emulates a city using
physical objects to represent static features and projectors to display dynamic events
occurring on the ground as seen by an aerial vehicle. The experimental platform
features a motion capture system that provides position data for UAVs and physical
features of the environment, allowing for precise, closed-loop control of the vehicles.
Experimental runs in the testbed are used to validate the effectiveness of the devel-
oped control strategies.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Recent advances in UAV technology have been driven in large part due to the real-
world applications for deploying autonomous robots. UAV’s have been utilized in a
number of these applications, including search-and-rescue operations, environmental
monitoring, and in other situations that require information gathering in unsafe or
difficult to reach areas. In contrast to the high value that the technology provides,
the required complexity of robots is relatively low. Small, battery-powered UAV’s
can be equipped with the sensing and control capabilities necessary to perform many
of these tasks.
The work in this thesis will consider particular application of persist surveillance.
For this application, autonomous quadrotors are deployed in a dynamic city-like en-
vironment. The robots are giving the task of observing and reacting to dynamically
changing events occurring on the ground below.
1.2 Example Problem
To illustrate the application considered, an example problem can be formulated and
used to motivate the development of the methodolgies used to deploy the robots.
Consider the area of a few city blocks as shown in Figure 1.1, in which it is desired
to perform surveillance mission over designated locations of particular interest. The
environment in this example consists of two base locations, four surveillance locations,
and two buildings which must be navigated around. At the surveillance locations,
events of different types occur non-deterministically; the type of event occurring at a
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giving time is known only as the vehicles pass overhead. In this example, there are
three reward-like events, obs1, obs2, and obs3 and two damage-like events, dmg1 and
dmg2. The quadrotors are tasked with observing events as they occur and reacting to
observations according to a high-level mission specification. An example specification
may be, ”Continuously monitor Surveillance locations. Go to Base if both obs1 and
obs2 are seen or if obs3 is seen. Go to Base if fuel is low. A quadrotor cannot incur
dmg1 and dmg2. Always avoid Unsafe areas”. Given this specification, the quadrotors
must safely travel from location to location, navigating around buildings and avoiding
potential damages, reacting to observations made of the city below.
Figure 1.1: The image shows the overhead view of a city neighborhood over which the
team must do surveillance; the base locations are marked in cyan, surveillance locations in
yellow, and unsafe regions in red.
1.3 Related Work
Research in UAV technology has drawn interests on many fronts. The current lit-
erature covers areas of aircraft performance [1–4], trajectory generation [5–8], and
deploying autonomous teams of robots in dynamic environments [9, 10]. Impres-
sive experimental results have recently been seen in robotic testbeds, including the
2
GRASP Lab at the University of Pennsylvania, the Starmac Lab at Stanford Univer-
sity, and the Flying Machine Arena at ETH Zurich.
In the area of vehicle performance, aggressive maneuvering and aerobatics have
resulted from recent work by Mellinger and Kumar (2011) [11], which derives complex
controller designs, and from work by Tomlin et al. (2010) [12], which utilizes a
reachable sets approach. Methods for trajectory generation presented by Mellinger
et al. (2012) [13] and D’Andrea et al. (2012) [14] formulate optimal trajectories
as constrained convex optimization problems to produce collision-free trajectories in
cluttered environments.
Research has also looked at methods for deploying robots from high-level specifi-
cations capable of reacting to a changing environment. The work done by Kress-Gasit
et al. (2007) considers the generation of low-level controllers from a reactive temporal
logic problem formulation.
1.4 Approach
The work in this thesis looks at the deployment of autonomous quadrotors for the
specific application of persistent surveillance. The goal of this work is to develop
methodologies that could be effectively implemented in an application of similar size
and scope as the mission described in the example problem, that is, surveillance
over a city block, with discrete, dynamic events occurring at designated locations.
The approach is to develop a theoretical framework for controlling the deployment
of quadrotors to perform the mission. The system will then be implemented and
evaluated via experiments performed in the Hybrid and Networked Systems (HyNeSs)
Lab UAV Testbed.
The theoretical framework described in this thesis has a hierarchical structure. At
the top level, a finite transition system captures properties of the environment. From
3
the transition system and from a mission specification, a control policy is synthesized
to drive the high-level decision making processes. A finite state machine then manages
the behavior of the quadrotors as they execute transitions in the transition system
as directed by the control policy. At the bottom level, a finite abstraction of the
environment produces trajectory generation methods, and low-level control laws drive
the actuation of the quadrotors to perform the maneuvers dictated by the high-
level controllers. The example surveillance mission described above will be revisited
throughout the paper, as each element of the framework is developed.
In parallel with the theoretical aspects of the problem, this thesis covers the devel-
opment of the experimental testbed in which experiments can be run to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the approach.
4
2 High Level Control Strategies
At the top layer of the control framework are the methods for controlling the high-
level behavior of the deployment such that the mission specifications are satisfied. The
foundation of this layer is the construction of a transition system captures properties
of interest in the environment. The quadrotor is then modeled as a finite state
machine, which manages the individual actions of the vehicles such that they perform
behaviors that enable executions of transitions in the transition system as dictated
by a high-level control policy. This section will describe the creation the transition
system, the structure of the state machine, and will show how the elements interact
to form a reactive control strategy for the high-level behaviors of the quadrotors.
2.1 Transition System
From the map of the environment, a transition system is constructed to capture
properties of the locations of interest. Let the transition system be defined by the
tuple T = {QT , Act,→}, where
• QT is a finite set of states
• Act is a finite set of actions
• →⊆ QT × Act×QT is the transition relation
The states in T are the locations of interest. The set of actions of T are given by
Act = {(q, q′)|(q, q′) ∈→} and an action (q, q′) ∈ Act is enabled at all corresponding
states in QT where the first element of the tuple is q. These actions are the high-level
controls of the from go from q to q′, which is used to drive the quadrotor between the
locations in the environment.
5
The image in Figure 2.1 illustrates the construction of a two state transition
system from a simplified environment consisting of two locations of interest, r1 and
r2. The actions, Actr1 and Actr2 correspond to the act of visiting location r1 and r2
respectively.
r1
r2
(a)
=⇒ r1 r2
Actr2
Actr1
(b)
Figure 2.1: Figure 2.1(a) shows a simplified environment with two locations of interest. Figure
2.1(b) shows the resulting transition system.
2.2 Finite State Machine
The transitions on T are given as high-level actions, such as ’visit location r2’. How-
ever, these actions can broken down into sequences of basic tasks that more closely
correspond to the nature of the motions the quadrotor actually performs. For exam-
ple, if the action ’visit location r2’ represents traveling to a surveillance location, it
can be broken into the individual tasks such as takeoff, hover, compute the trajectory,
fly along the trajectory, and finally make an observation at the desired location.
The sequences of tasks the quadrotor performs is managed by a finite state machine
(FSM). Each state represents a single task performed by the quadrotor. The FSM
shown in Figure 2.2 shows the organization of tasks as the quadrotors perform the
actions dictated by transitions on T .
As the quadrotors are deployed, each goes into a Takeoff state, in which it accel-
6
Takeoff Hover Compute
Control Policy
Actri
Quadrotor 2 Quadrotor 3
Altitude
achieved Stabilization
New Observation SentNext Location Returned
Observation Made
Quadrotor 1
Figure 2.2: The FSM structure organizes individual tasks performed by the quadrotor into more
complex actions required to execute transitions in T .
erates vertically from the ground until it reaches a desired altitude. Once the altitude
is achieved, it goes into a Hover state until the attitude is stabilized. In the state
Compute, it references the high-level control policy, which determines the location it
is required to visit next. The output from the control policy corresponds to executing
a transition on T . Depending on the action, Actri , required to visit the next state,
the FSM creates a sequence of tasks which correspond to making the transition. For
example, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, if Actri corresponds to visiting a surveillance
location, the sequence of tasks is Travel, then Observe, while if Actri corresponds to
visiting a base location, the sequence of tasks is Travel, then Land, and then Take-
off. After each successive sequence of tasks performed by the quadrotor, it returns to
the Compute state, where it sends its latest observation to the control policy, and
receive the next action to take.
7
Compute Travel
Observe
(a)
Compute Land
Takeoff
Travel
(b)
Figure 2.3: Figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) show how the FSM creates a list of tasks to visit a surveillance
location or base location, respectively.
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To approach a mission that requires a variety of high-level actions to be performed,
a library of available tasks can be created, from which tasks can be called upon to
create the higher level actions. For each task in the library, the goal of the task, the
controllers to perform the task, and the conditions that trigger the transition from
one task to another is defined. Table 2.1 describes how each of the tasks are defined
for the action of visiting a surveillance location.
Task Goal Control Law Transition
Takeoff Reach Flying Altitude Setpoint Hold Altitude Achieved
Hover Stabilize Setpoint Hold Attitude Stabilized
Travel Fly to Location Trajectory Follow Location Reached
Observe Make Observation Setpoint Hold Observation Received
Compute
Reference Control Policy
Compute Trajectory Setpoint Hold Trajection Computed
Table 2.1: Task Definitions
2.3 Control Policy
From the transition system and from the high level mission specification, a control
policy can be constructed to drive the decision-making process for determining which
transitions the vehicles should make.
The computation takes as input the mission specification expressed in a proposi-
tional logic formula over properties of the environment and the transition system T ,
and computes a reactive control strategy guaranteeing the satisfaction of the mission.
The synthesis of the control policy is beyond the scope of this thesis. Though the
computation will not be explained in detail, the interaction between the computation
and the rest of the system must be noted.
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Each time a robot visits a location, it makes an observation of the environment.
A history of observations made by the quadrotor, along with a history of observations
made by all the quadrotors in the deployment, is maintained and used as the input
to the control policy. From this information, the policy determines the appropriate
location for the quadrotor to visit next. For all of the experimental runs, it is assumed
that the control policy directs the behavior of the quadrotors such that the runs
successfully satisfies the mission specification.
2.4 Case Study
To demonstrate how the high level control strategies work, an experiment was run in
the HyNeSs UAV Testbed in which the system was applied to the example problem
described in the Introduction. The environment and mission specification used in the
experiment are shown in Figure 2.4
As the two quadrotors are deployed, they each step through the Takeoff and
Hover states, then enter the Compute state. In this state, Quadrotors 1 and 2 are
directed by the control policy to visit surveillance locations r1 and r4, respectively.
This prompts each quadrotor to produce the list of tasks applicable for visiting a
surveillance location, Travel-Observe. Upon reaching r1, Quadrotor 1 observes
obs1 and sends the observation to the control policy. From this information, the con-
trol policy determines that it must visit surveillance location r3 next, where it can
potentially observe event obs2 or obs3 to complete the proposition in the mission spec-
ification. Again, it computes the list of tasks Travel-Observe required to visit r3.
Quadrotor 2 then reaches r4, where it observes obs2. This observation, along with the
observation made previously by Quadrotor 1, is sent to the control policy. Since the
control policy sees that both obs1 and obs2 have been observed, it directs Quadrotor
2 to return to the base. Now, the quadrotor produces the list of tasks necessary for
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visiting the base, Travel-Land-Takeoff-Hover.
r4
{obs1, obs2}
r3
{obs2, dmg1, dmg2}
r2
{obs1, obs3, dmg2}r1
{obs1, obs3, dmg1}
Unsafe
Unsafe
Base
Base
1
23
Mission Specification:
”Continuously monitor Surveillance locations. Go to Base if both obs1 and obs2
are seen of if obs3 is seen. Go to Base if fuel is low. A quadrotor cannot incur
both dmg1 and dmg2. Always avoid Unsafe areas”
Figure 2.4: The image on the left shows the assignment of events to the surveillance locations. The
events that can be observed at regions r1, r2, r3, r4, and r5 are given by the sets {obs1, obs3, dmg1},
{obs1, obs3, dmg2}, {obs2, dmg1, dmg2}, and {obs1, obs2}. The image on the left shows the actual
trajectories taken by the quadrotors and the sequence of observations made of the environment.
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3 Quadrotor Control
The high-level control strategies described in the previous section tell the quadrotors
which tasks must be performed to satisfy the mission specification. In this section,the
low-level controllers which define how the vehicle can perform these motions are
derived.
Among the class of UAV’s considered for applications such as persistent surveil-
lance, the quadrotor design in particular has gained significant attention. Its pop-
ularity is due not only to its size and agility, but also to its relatively simplistic
design and construction. The prototypical quadrotor is built on a static carbon fiber
frame, and consists of a microcontroller, electronic speed controllers, motors, pro-
pellers, a receiver, and a battery. With a small parts list and few moving components,
the quadrotor is relatively easy to build, troubleshoot, and ultimately control. The
quadrotor shown in Figure 3.1 is a representative model of the quadrotors considered
for this application. Its design follows a standard ”+” configuration, where rotors are
mounted on equal length arms, spaced at 90◦ intervals.
Figure 3.1: Quadrotor with ”+” configuration
12
3.1 Dynamics
3.1.1 Coordinate Frames
Before deriving a low-level control strategy, the forces acting on the quadrotor must
be clearly defined. To describe the quadrotor’s state relative to the environment, a
coordinate frame G is fixed to the ground and a coordinate frame B is fixed to the
body of the quadrotor with its origin at the center of mass, as shown in Figure 3.2(a).
The quadrotor is aligned such that the rotors are parallel to the zB-axis, with Rotors
1 and 3 located on the xB axis and Rotors 2 and 4 are on the yB-axis, each at a
distance L from the origin. The body frame is defined with respect to the ground
frame by its position, r = [x, y, z]′, and attitude, α = [φ, θ, ψ]′. The attitude vector
is expressed in terms of Z-X-Y Euler Angles, representing an initial rotation around
the zG-axis by the yaw angle, ψ, followed by a rotation around the xG-axis of the
rotated frame by the roll angle, φ, then by a rotation around yG-axis of the second
rotated frame by the pitch angle, θ. The concatenation of the three rotations result
in a transformation for expressing vectors defined the body frame with respect to the
ground frame.
The roll, pitch, and yaw rotations around each of the respective body frame axes,
R1(ψ) =

cψ −sψ 0
sψ cψ 0
0 0 1
 , R2(φ) =

1 0 0
0 cφ −sφ
0 sφ cφ
 , R3(θ) =

cθ 0 sθ
0 1 0
−sθ 0 cθ

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yield the rotation matrix:
R = R1R2R3 =

cψcθ − sφsψsθ −cφsψ cψsθ + cθsφsψ
cθsψ + cψsφsθ cφcψ sψsθ − cψcθsφ
−cφsθ sφ cφcθ

The angular velocities of the body frame around the xG, yG, zG, axes can be ex-
pressed as the sum of the three individual angular velocities with respect to the
ground frame, each transformed using the Z −X − Y Euler Angle convention. The
relationship is given:

p
q
s
 =

0
θ˙
0
+R−13

φ˙
0
0
+R−13 R−12

0
0
ψ˙
 =

cθ 0 −cφsθ
0 1 sφ
sθ 0 cφcθ


φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙

where p, q, s are the angular velocities of the body frame around the xB, yB,and zB
axes respectively.
3.1.2 Free Body Diagram
The only actuators available to move the quadrotor are four fixed rotors, that spin
rigid propellers. Forces are thus controlled only by varying the speed of each rotors,
ωi, for i = 1, . . . , 4. Each rotor applies a thrust colinear to the axis of the rotor,
Fi = kFω
2, where kF is a thrust coefficient. Note that since all four rotors are
fixed and aligned with the zB-axis, motion in the xG-yG plane requires that the
quadrotor be rotated. This rotation is caused by creating an imbalance in thrust
applied by opposing rotors. Each rotor also applies a moment about the zB axis,
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Mi = kMω
2, where kM is a moment coefficient. Rotational balance is achieved by
spinning rotors positioned on xB axis clockwise, and rotors positioned on the yB axis
counter-clockwise.
The only force subjected to the quadrotor by the environment that will be consid-
ered is gravitational force, which is expressed in the ground frame, parallel to the zG
axis, applied at the robot’s center of mass. Less significant forces, such as the drag
on the rigid body and the gyroscopic moments caused by the rotating mass of the
propellers, will be ignored in this development. The forces produced by the quadrotor
can be captured by writing the moments around each of the three body frame axes
and the total thrust applied by the rotors. The complete free body diagram can be
seen in Figure 3.4(b).

MxB
MyB
MzB
 =

LkF (ω
2
2 − ω24)
LkF (ω
2
3 − ω21)
LkM(ω
2
1 − ω22 + ω23 − ω24)
 (3.1)
FT =
∑
i=1,2,3,4
kFω
2
i (3.2)
3.1.3 Equations of Motion
The dynamics of the quadrotor can be expressed in terms of the forces acting on ve-
hicle using Euler-Lagrange equations [15]. The angular acceleration of the quadrotor
with respect to the ground frame, can be expressed in the body frame as a function
15
zG
yG
xG
r
zB
yB
xB
ψ
θ
φ
(a)
M1
M2
M3
M4
F1
F2
F3
F4
mg
(b)
Figure 3.2: Figure 3.2(a) shows the body coordinate frameB with respect to the ground coordinate
frame G. Figure 3.4(b) shows the free body diagram.
of applied moments about each of the body frame axes, Eq. 3.3. The translational
acceleration of the body frame in the ground frame can be expressed as a function of
orientation, and of total thrust applied, Eq. 3.4. Note that in this formulation, this
equation describe the dynamics of only the center of mass of the quadrotor.
I

p˙
q˙
s˙
 =

MxB
MyB
MzB
−

p
q
s
× I

p
q
s
 (3.3)
mr¨ = −mg·zG + FTRzB (3.4)
where
• I is the inertia matrix with respect to the body frame
• m is the mass of the vehicle
• g represents gravitational force
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3.2 Quadrotor Control System Design
The objective of low-level controllers is to provide a method of controlling the po-
sition of the quadrotor with respect to setpoints given in terms of desired positions
and velocities. The controller architecture, seen in Fig. 3.3, separates the control
of the translational and rotational dynamics into distinct outer and inner loops and
leverages a key property of the dynamics to integrate the two loops. This section will
describe each loop in detail, and will show how this structure maps setpoint following
commands to down to the specific speed of each rotor required to produce the desired
motion.
rT
Position
Controller
Attitude
Controller Quadrotor r
∆ωz
r¨T ∆ωα
Figure 3.3: Control System Architecture
Before designing the controllers, a constraint to the vehicle dynamics which will
facilitate the development of the control laws is applied. In its equilibrium position,
the quadrotor hovers with its zB-axis parallel with the zG-axis, with each rotor ap-
plying the appropriate force to exactly counteract gravity. Without loss of generality,
it can be assumed that the xB and yB axes are parallel to the xG and yG axes, re-
spectively. In this work, it is assumed that the quadrotor will be be constrained to
small deviations from the equilibrium position, and that desired orientations can be
achieved with limited angular velocities. This constraint allows a linearization of the
dynamics models shown above. The control laws are developed from this simplified
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model. To show the effectiveness of this method, simulations of the controllers will
later be run using the full non-linear dynamics.
The constraint to the vehicle’s orientation allows the assumption that the body
frame axes remains aligned with the ground frame axes, thus, the body frame rota-
tions are considered equivalent to rotations in the ground frame, [p, q, s]′ ≈ [φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙]′.
Product of inertia terms that appear in Eq. (3.3) are second-order functions of the
angular velocities of the body frame. By limiting the angular velocity, these higher
order terms can be effectively ignored.
While in a hover position, the speed of each rotor is set such that the thrust
produced is equal to one-forth of the gravitational force acting on the quadrotor,
mg
4
= w2i . Because it is assumed that rotational velocities are constrained, it can also
be assumed that the rotor dynamics are constrained, and will behavior linearly around
the hover speed, wh =
√
mg
4kf
. The force and moments produced by the spinning blades
can be expressed using the linearized rotor dynamics; Fi = kFω
2
i and Mi = kMω
2
i are
expressed Fi = 2kFωh∆ωi and Mi = 2kMωh∆ωi.
As a result of the simplifications above, the forces produced by the quadrotor can be
captured by writing the simplified expressions for the moments around each of the
three body frame axes and the total thrust applied by the rotors.
To simplify the inputs into the dynamics equations, the net changes in rotor speeds
that produce the moments around the ground frame axes and that produce the change
in acceleration can be expressed as ∆ωφ, ∆ωθ, ∆ωψ, and ∆ωF .
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p˙ =
kFLωh
Ix
(2∆ω2 − 2∆ω4)
q˙ =
kFLωh
Iy
(2∆ω3 − 2∆ω1)
s˙ =
kMωh
Iz
(2∆ω1 − 2∆ω2 + 2∆ω3 − 2∆ω4)
mr¨ = −mg·zG+
+kF (2∆ω1 + 2∆ω2 + 2∆ω3 + 2∆ω4)

θ
−φ
1

→
p˙ =
4kFLωh
Ix
∆ωφ
q˙ =
4kFLωh
Iy
∆ωθ
s˙ =
8kMωh
Iz
∆ωψ
r¨ =
8kFωh
m
∆ωF

θ
−φ
1

(3.5)
3.2.1 Controllability
As seen in the Euler-Lagrange equations, the system dynamics are described by a
coupled set of differential equations. The attitude evolves per Eq.3.3, while roll, pitch,
and yaw components appear as inputs to the equation for translational motion, Eq.3.4
as elements of the rotation matrix, R. In other words, the translational dynamics are
a function of the orientation of the quadrotor.
To contend with this coupling, the controller is designed as two nested feedback
loops, separating position and attitude control into outer and inner loops, respectively.
With this structure, the output of the outer loop is designed to become the input to
the inner loop. The outer loop does control with respect to the relative position of
the quadrotor and computes an output in terms of desired translational acceleration.
The inner loop is responsible for attitude control, however, as seen in the control
architecture, it takes as an input a desired translational acceleration and is expected
to output the control commands to stabilize at the appropriate attitude to produce
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the desired motion.
As desired acceleration commands pass form the outer loop into the inner loop,
they must be first mapped to setpoints expressed in terms of Euler Angles, such that
the output of the system is the desired translational motion. To achieve this mapping,
a key feature of the quadrotor design can be used. Because rotors are fixed to the
frame of the vehicle, all of the thrust is applied parallel to the zB axis. Therefore,
the acceleration is constrained to a single direction. This property can be leveraged
to write the desired zTB axis as colinear to the normalized acceleration vector.
zB =
[r¨Tx , r¨
T
y , r¨
T
z + g]
T
‖[r¨Tx , r¨Ty , r¨Tz + g]T‖
(3.6)
The rotation of the xB-yB plane about the zB axis is then fixed the yaw angle,
though without loss of generality, yaw can be set to ψ = 0. Since the orientation
of the body frame can be uniquely defined in terms of its acceleration and yaw, the
dynamics equation for translational motion, Eq. 3.4, can be solved to determine the
corresponding pitch and roll angles. Solving the linearized system yields:
r¨Tx =
g
m
(θcosψ + φsinψ)
r¨Ty =
g
m
(θsinψ − φcosψ)
→
φT =
m
g
(r¨Tx sinψ − r¨Ty cosψ)
θT =
m
g
(r¨Tx cosψ + r¨
T
y sinψ)
(3.7)
The resulting roll and pitch setpoints, φT and θT , along with ψT = 0, are the
appropriate inner loop setpoints to produce the motion prescribed by the outer loop.
3.2.2 Position Control
The outer loop of the controller is a feedback loop responsible for controlling the
translational motion of the vehicle. The controller inputs setpoint commands, a well
as state information from the localization system, both expressed in terms of position
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and velocity with respect to the ground frame, uses feedback control to output a
desired acceleration in the xG, yG, and zG directions.
The control law governing this loop can be specifically designed for the type of
trajectory it is required to track. A setpoint hold controller, used to stabilize the
vehicle in an equilibrium position at a point, rT , can be written as a proportional-
integral-derivative feedback controller:
r¨Des = kp(r
T − r) + ki
∫
(rT − r) + kd(−r˙) (3.8)
The element z¨Des can be directly used to determine the control input ∆ωF from
Eq. 3.5.
∆ωF =
m
8kFωh
z¨Des (3.9)
The elements xDes and yDes are then mapped into the corresponding attitude
setpoint.
As will be shown in the proceeding section, this control design can vary based on
the desired trajectory input, though the output of each controller is required to be
expressed in terms of a desired acceleration in the ground frame.
3.2.3 Attitude Control
As shown in Section 3.2.1,the output of the outer loop provides the appropriate atti-
tude trajectory to produce the overall desired motion. With these setpoints, feedback
control can be performed using data from onboard accelerometers and gyroscopes.
The attitude controller is designed with a proportional-integral-derivative control
law. The commands calculated by this controller provide the ωα = [∆ωφ,∆ωθ,∆ωψ]
′
commands used in the linearized system in Eq. 3.5.
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∆ωα = kp(α
Des − φ) + kd,φ(

pDes
qDes
sDes
−

p
q
s
) + ki
∫
(αDes − α) (3.10)
3.2.4 Rotor Speed Control
From the output of the outer control loop, the element ∆ωF defines the overall change
in rotor speeds for producing the thrust necessary tracking the altitude trajectory.
From the inner control loop, the outputs ∆ωφ, ∆ωθ, and ∆ωψ defines changes to rotor
speeds that would produce the moments necessary to track the attitude trajectory.
The four control commands can be transformed back into reference signals for the
individual rotors using the linear mapping:

ωDes1
ωDes2
ωDes3
ωDes4

=

1 0 −1 1
1 1 0 −1
1 0 1 1
1 −1 0 −1


ωh + ∆ωF
∆ωφ
∆ωθ
∆ωψ

(3.11)
3.2.5 State Estimation
The quadrotor controller is comprised of a series feedback loops that rely on pre-
cise state information to achieve control. Sensor data from the offboard localization
system and onboard inertial measurement unit provide measurements of the vehicles
position and attitude, though data is often too noisy to act on directly. To deter-
mine accurate state estimations of the full system dynamics, the data can be filtered
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according to known sensor variance and knowledge of how the dynamics evolve by
implementing a discrete linear Kalman Filter.
The Kalman Filter is a recursive method for estimating the state dynamics using a
predictor-corrector approach. The filter is based on the linearized quadrotor dynamics
and observation models with process and measure noise w and v modeled as white,
normally distributed random variables, p(w) ∼ (0, Q) and p(v) ∼ (0, R).
xk = Axk−1 +Buk−1 + wk−1
zk = Hxk + vk
(3.12)
where:
• x is a state vector x = [x, y, z, x˙, y˙, z˙, φ, θ, ψ, p, q, s]
• A and B are the dynamics and actuation matrices, details are given in Appendix
C
• z is a vector of state measurements z = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]
• H is an observability matrix, details are given in Appendix C.
From the linear model, the expected state of the system, x−, can be predicted
using the prior estimate as an initial condition and pushing the dynamics forward in
time using the system model. The state then be constructed as a linear combination
of the prediction and of the weighted difference between the prediction and the actual
measurement data.
xˆ−k = Axˆk−1 +Buk−1
xˆk = xˆ
−
k +Kk(zk −Hxˆ−k )
(3.13)
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The matrix K is a weighting factor chosen such that it minimizes the error covari-
ance of the final state estimation. The value of K can be computed using in iterative
process, in which both K and the error covariance P are expressed as functions of
the estimated error covariance in from the last iteration, P−, and the process and
measurement noise covariances.
P−k = APk−1A
T +Q
Kk = P
−
k H
T (HP−k H
T +R)−1
Pk = (I −KkH)P−k
(3.14)
In this paper, it is assumed that the dynamics and observation models, as well as
the covariance of the process and measurement errors, are all time invariant. There-
fore, the matrix K can be shown to converge and can be precomputed offline [16].
Tuning of the filter then becomes a direct function of estimates for process and mea-
surement covariances. Changes to the matrices Q and R cause the filter to rely
move heavily either on the prediction of state or on measurement data. Details of
parameters are given in Appendix C.
3.2.6 Simulation
To facilitate the development of the control laws, the dynamics are linearized around
the equilibrium hover position. Simulations are then used to verify the controllers
can effectively stabilize the full non-linear dynamics of the quadrotor. Here, Matlab
is used to simulate a scenario where a quadrotor begins at the initial condition r =
[1,−1,−.5]′, and must stabilize at the origin, rT = [0, 0, 0]′. The Matlab simulation
uses the differential equation solver ODE45 to solve the state-space representation of
the full dynamics. In the simulation, it is assumed sensor noise is within ±1mm for
position measurements and ±1◦ for attitude measurements. The state-space model,
dynamics parameters, and Kalman Filter parameters used in the simulation are shown
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in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively.
As seen in Figure 3.2.6, the simulation shows that the controllers effectively stabi-
lize the quadrotor. The quadrotor reaches the origin within two seconds, and comes
to rest at around six seconds. This indicates that the simplified controls are effective
in stabilizing the quadrotor given a reasonable initial condition.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Simulation of the quadrotor stabilizing at the origin from the initial position, r =
[1,−1,−.5]′]
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4 Trajectory Generation
In this section, trajectory planning methods for traveling from one location in the
environment to another are discussed. It is assumed that when traveling within the
environment, vehicles fly at a constant attitude, low enough such that they must
navigate around tall buildings. Because altitude is constant, the trajectories are
assumed to lie in a plane, at an arbitrary height from the ground. This section
presents two methods for trajectory generation. The first method is based on creating
a visibility graph from physical features in the environment and using edges in the
graph to define straight line paths between locations of interest. The second method
uses a cell decomposition of the environment to generate vector fields which control
the motion of the vehicles.
4.1 Environment Representation
For both methods, the environment in which the trajectories are planned is con-
structed from an overhead map of the city. Physical locations of features in the
environment, such as boundaries, locations of interest, and buildings, are represented
by convex polytopic regions. Let E=(b, R,O) be a planar polytopic environment,
where b is the boundary of the environment, R = {r1, ..., rl} is a finite set of poly-
topic locations of interest, and O = {o1, ...om} is a finite set of disjoint polytopic
obstacles.
The quadrotors are given tasks in which they must safely travel from location
to location in the environment, avoiding obstacles and remaining within the defined
boundaries. As defined in Section 3, the dynamics and control of the quadrotor are
expressed only with respect to the vehicle’s center of mass. For trajectory planning
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purposes, a space must be defined such that all points in the space represent locations
where the quadrotor can safely fly while accounting for the extents of the vehicle and
for small deviations off the intended paths.
Therefore, given the environment E , a configuration space approach is used to
create an environment in which the quadrotor can safely be represented as a single
point. To make this transformation, first consider the smallest square that encloses all
possible rotations of the quadrotor. The square is then enlarged by an experimentally
determined safety margin. To define the configuration space, boundary of the envi-
ronment, b, is shrunk and the the obstacles in O are enlarged by sliding this square
along their original borders. The remaining workspace then represents the area in
which a safe trajectory for the center of mass of the quadrotor can be specified. The
construction of the configuration space is shown in Figure 4.1.
b
o1
r1
{pi1}
r2
{pi2}
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Figure 4.1(a) shows the environment, E , while Figure 4.1(b) shows the resulting
configuration space.
4.2 Method I: Visibility Graph / Line Following
The first method of trajectory generation constructs an abstraction of the environ-
ment in the form of a visibility graph. Using the edges in the graph as the physical
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routes from point to point, velocity and acceleration plans are then constructed and
used to formulate low-level controllers capable of driving a quadrotor along the path.
From the configuration space defined above, the visibility graph, V = {QV , δV , wV }
is constructed, where QV is the set of nodes consisting of vertices of enlarged obstacles
and the centers of locations of interest, δV is a set of edges (qi, qj) ∈ δV if and only
if qi, qj ∈ QV and qi is in direct line of sight of qj, and wV is the set of Euclidean
distances of all (qi, qj) ∈ δV .
For each location of interest in R, there is a representative node in QV . Prior
to deployment, the shortest path between each of these nodes can be found. Since
the environment is represented by polytopic regions, the shortest path between any
two points can be shown to be a polygonal path whose inner vertices are vertices
in a visibility graph defined on the configuration space [17]. As a result, a graph
search on V yields the shortest path between any two points. Here, Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm is used, which returns both the distance and the sequence of nodes of the
shortest paths between the locations of interest. The distances of the shortest paths,
along with the series of nodes defining each path are captured in a transition system
E = {QE, δE, wE}, where QE represents the locations of interest, ∆E represents the
sequence of nodes that make up each path, and wE captures the total distance along
the paths.
Figure 4.2 shows the construction of a visibility graph and environment transition
system for a simple environment consisting of two locations of interest and a single
obstacle.
4.2.1 Path Creation
The information contained in E is a collection of routes between locations of interest,
each made of a series of nodes. Given starting and ending locations, the series of
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(b)
Figure 4.2: Figure 4.2(a) shows the construction of the visibility graph V on the configuration
space. The shortest path is marked by the bold line. Figure 4.2(b) shows the transition system E.
The path from location r1 to r2 is denoted by a single transition, weighted by the total distance
along the path between the two locations.
straight line segments connecting the nodes can be used to form a continuous path.
This path can then be used for online velocity and acceleration planning computa-
tion. This section describes how the trajectory planning is performed and how the
trajectory information is used by the low-level controllers to drive the quadrotor.
This methodology for trajectory generation, first described in [5], can be applied
to any continuous path expressed in the form rT (t) = fx(t)ˆi+ fy(t)jˆ + fz(t)kˆ. In this
case, however, the paths are assumed to consist of straight line segments that lie in
a plane. The path rT is first discretized into short line segments, over which desired
velocity and acceleration setpoints can be determined for the length of the segment.
At each point in time during flight, the system maintains an intermediate refer-
ence frame aligned with the current trajectory segment so it can consider the motion
of the quadrotor relative to the trajectory. As shown in Figure 4.3, the position of
the quadrotor is expressed by components tangent and normal to the trajectory and
by its relative altitude, rt, rn, and r∆Z respectively.
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xi+1
rTt
rTn
r˙n
r˙t
Figure 4.3: Intermediate Trajectory Frame, with vehicle heading β
Velocity and Acceleration Planning
The physical path can be used to plan velocity and acceleration references along each
segment. Starting with an initial maximum possible velocity, the planning algorithm
sweeps through the trajectory twice, the first time constraining the velocity by the
aggressiveness of the path, and the second time constraining the velocity by vehicle’s
ability to accelerate forward. The result is a feasible velocity profile that yields the
maximum velocity with which the quadrotor can safely traverse the path. From the
velocities, the acceleration profile can then be determined.
• Constraining for Path Aggressiveness
The first sweep through the trajectory constrains the maximum allowable ve-
locity relative to the aggressiveness of the path and the ability of the quadrotor
to change directions. The aggressiveness of the path is characterized by radius
of curvature, while the quadrotor’s ability to change direction is characterized
by the maximum acceleration it can achieve normal to the path, an,max. The
relationship between these two parameters and the corresponding maximum
velocity, vc, can be written for each segment. The maximum velocity for each
segment, v¯i, can then be written as the minimum of the overall velocity limit,
vmax, and the velocity as constrained by the curvature of the path.
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an,max =
v2c,i
ri
→ vc,i ≤ √an,maxri → v¯i = min(vmax, vc,i) (4.1)
• Constraining for Vehicle Acceleration
The trajectory is swept through a second time, constraining velocities by the
vehicle’s ability to accelerate forward. Starting with an initial velocity vo at
the beginning of the trajectory, the maximum tangential acceleration is applied
over the length of the first path segment. Let vacc,i be the resulting velocity at
the end of the segment. This calculation can be performed using simple particle
dynamics equations.
vi+1 = vi + at∆t (4.2)
1
2
at∆t
2 + vi∆t+ (xi − xi+1) = 0 (4.3)
Solving Eq.(4.3) for ∆t and substituting into Eq. (4.2) yields an expression for
the maximum constrained velocity. The maximum velocity allowed at the next
segment then becomes the minimum of vacc,i and v¯i.
vacc,i+1 =
√
v2i − 2at,max(xi − xi+1) → v¯i = min(v¯i, vacc,i) (4.4)
This process is continued for each sequential segment along the path. It can
be noted that by reversing the trajectory and applying the same process, the
velocities can be further constrained by the vehicle’s ability to decelerate.
From the velocity profile, the required accelerations along each point are easily
found. This acceleration term acts as a feed forward term in the trajectory
following controller described in the next section.
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ai =
v¯2i
2(xi − xi+1) (4.5)
4.2.2 Trajectory Following Controller
As described in Section 3, the form of the outer loop control law can vary depending
on the type of setpoint the quadrotor must track. Here, controller can be designed
using the velocity and acceleration profiles defined above.
The control laws which govern motion in the tangential and normal directions are
separated so that different control strategies can be used for the two directions. In
the tangential direction, the control command is the sum of feedback on the velocity
setpoint and the feedforward acceleration term. Position control is not used, as it
would cause the quadrotor to speed up and slow down as it transitioned from segment
to segment. In the normal direction, the control law is based purely on proportional-
derivative feedback.
Consistent with the derivation in Section 3, the feedback commands result in
desired accelerations. Here, they are given with respect to the trajectory frame, with
tangential and normal components.
r¨Dest = Kd,t(v¯i − r˙t) + ai
r¨Desn = Kp,n(−rn) +Kd,n(−r˙n)
r¨Desz = Kp,z(−r∆z) +Ki,z
∫
(−r∆z) +Kd,z(−r˙∆z)
(4.6)
The control commands in the tangential and normal directions are then rewritten
with respect to the ground frame by applying a planar rotation by the trajectory
heading, β.
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r¨Desx = r¨t cos β + r¨nsinβ
r¨Desy = −r¨t cos β + r¨nsinβ
(4.7)
4.2.3 Experimental Results: International Conference on Robotics and
Automation 2013
The method for trajectory generation described above was implemented in the Hy-
NeSs Lab UAV Testbed. The experimental results are highlighted in the paper ”Tem-
poral Logic Control for an Autonomous Quadrotor in a Nondeterministic Environ-
ment”, which was accepted to the 2013 International Conference on Robotics and
Automation. A background of the paper and the results are explained below.
In the paper, a methodology is presented for the automatic deployment of a
quadrotor in an environment with known topology and nondeterministically chang-
ing properties. The missions are specified as temporal logic statements about the
satisfaction of the properties. The main objective is to be able to synthesize, test,
and evaluate control policies for complex aerial missions. At the bottom level, an
abstraction of the environment is constructed in the form of a finite transition system
such that the quadrotor can execute its transition by using low level feedback con-
trollers. At the top level, inspiration is drawn from LTL model checking and a value
iteration algorithm is used to determine an optimal control policy that guarantees the
satisfaction of the specification under nondeterministically changing properties. The
approach is illustrasted for the particular case of a surveillance mission in a city-like
environment, where a quadrotor is deployed from a base, and does not return to the
base until it either collects rwd1 or both rwd2 and rwd3 and cannot incur both dmg1
and dmg2. The mission is expressed in the syntactically co-safe linear temporal logic
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formula:
φ := base ∧X(((¬baseUrwd1) ∨ ((¬baseUrwd2) ∧ (¬baseUrwd3))) ∨
((¬dmg1Ubase) ∨ (¬dmg1Ubase)))
From the specification, a Buchi automaton constructed, then the product of the
Buchi with the environment transition system yields a product automaton, which
captures the motions of the quadrotor that are both feasible, and that satisfy the
mission specification. A graph search is then performed on the product automaton
using a value iteration formula, which determines an optimal control policy that drives
the behavior of the quadrotor.
Upon each observation of the environment, the control policy determines the next
location to next. During the Compute state of the quadrotor FSM, the path dis-
cretization, and velocity and acceleration profiles are computed to drive the quadrotor
to the desired location.
The results of an execution of the quadrotor deployment is explained. Figure
4.4figure shows the trajectory followed by the quadrotor. The trajectory is obtained
by plotting the actual position data from the motion capture system over a schematic
representation of the environment. All of the experiments were run using the custom
made BU quadrotor shown in Section 5.
In this run, the quadrotor observes rwd2 at r1. Thus, the quadrotor needs to
collect either rwd3 or rwd1 before going back to base, and it proceeds to r2 as given
by the control policy. At r2, the quadrotor observes dmg1. From r2 the quadrotor can
possibly go to any one of the regions in the environment as given in Fig. 4.4. However,
the quadrotor can only go to r3, which can be explained as follows: Returning to r5
is not an option, as the quadrotor has not collected the required rewards yet, and
it cannot go to r4 either, as doing so would risk violation of φ as dmg2 can be
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r5
{base}
r1
{obs1, obs2}
r2
{obs2, dmg1, dmg2}
r3
{obs1, obs3, dmg2}
r4
{obs1, obs3, dmg1}
Figure 4.4: An execution of the optimal satisfying control policy by the quadrotor
plotted over a schematic representation of the environment. The blue line shows the
trajectory of the quadrotor as provided by the motion capture system.
observed there. Finally, the quadrotor cannot go back to r1 either, as doing so could
potentially result in an infinite loop where it keeps going back and forth between r1
and r2, observing rwd2 and dmg1 all the time, failing to complete the mission. Thus,
the quadrotor takes the optimal action and goes to r3, where it observes rwd3. Then,
it returns back to base to satisfy φ.
Notice that the run that satisfy the specification is cyclic, i.e it starts at the
base and ends at the base, which is in agreement with the limited flight time of a
quadrotor. Thus, in order to achieve persistent surveillance, it suffices to execute the
control policy repeatedly after each satisfaction of specification.
4.3 Vector Field Generation
This section presents a second method for trajectory generation. In this approach, a
discrete abstraction of the environment is created by partitioning the configuration
space into regions. Trajectories are then generated by creating vector fields over the
partitions. In this method, it is assumed that the system dynamics can be modeled as
a first-order differential equation, x˙ = u, for which it can be shown this methodology
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provides a provably correct control law to drive the quadrotor between locations of
interest [18].
4.3.1 Environment Abstraction
To construct the abstraction, a cell decomposition is performed by partitioning the
configuration space into regions such that regions are all convex, of a similar shape,
and the union of partitioned regions cover a connected subset of the work area that
contains all of the locations of interest. Triangular and rectangular partitioning meth-
ods for a simple environment are shown in Figure 4.5
The partitioning is then used to construct the graph P = {QP , δP , wP} where QP
is the set of regions created from the partition, δV is a set of edges (qi, qj) ∈ δP if
and only if qi, qj ∈ QP and qi shares a common facet with qj, and wP is the set of
Euclidean distances between centroids of all (qi, qj) ∈ δP . In this construction, cells
in the partition can be considered representative of a locations of interest ri if the
cell is contained within the convex hull of the polytope ri. From these representative
cells in P, Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find route and overall distance of shortest
path between locations of interest. Here, routes consists of a sequences of regions
connecting one location to another. The route information is then be captured in an
environment graph E = {QE, δE, wE}, where QE is the set of regions that represent lo-
cations of interest, ∆E is the set of routes, and wE is the set of distances of each route.
4.3.2 Vector Field Generation
From the information contained in the graphs P and E, vector field based control laws
can be designed to drive a vehicle on a route from an initial region to a destination
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show triangular and rectangular partitions of a simple
environment consisting of outer boundaries, two regions of interest, and an obstacle. In the triangular
partitioning, each location of interest is represented by a square region, which is decomposed into
two triangular cells. Because each cell falls completely within the convex hull of the vertices of the
location of interest, both cells can represent the region. This intricacy is captured in the environment
graph E.
region. For this task, feedback controllers two types are defined. The first takes the
robot from a point in the initial region and drives it into the desired neighboring region
through the shared facet. The second controller prevents the robot from leaving a
region once it has entered. For each type of controller, control vectors representing
the desired direction motion can be defined at the vertices of each of the regions
along the route. Then, the controls at the vertices are mapped over the entirety of
the region to create a continuous vector field which defines the desired direction of
the vehicle at each point.
Choosing Control Vectors
Using the assumption that the quadrotor’s planar motion can be modeled using a
first-order differential equation, a control function f(x, y) can be chosen such that
the dynamics evolve per r˙x,y = f(x, y).
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To construct the control function, f(vi,k) = gi,k is first defined at the vertices
vi,k for i = 1 . . . , N , of the k
th region in the path, where gi,k is a unit vector in the
direction of desired motion and N is the number of vertices of the partition shape.
The choice of gi,k for at the vertices for each controller type is explained below.
• Region to Region Control
Given sequence of K regions that represent a route from one location another, a
Region to Region controller is applied to the first K−1 regions in the sequence.
This controller is tasked with taking a robot starting inside region qk and driving
it through shared facet to the adjacent region, qk+1.
At each vertex vi,k in qk, a set Gi,k is chosen such that the direction of each
vector in Gi,k points in the same direction as the outer normal of the desired
exit facet, ne, and in the opposite direction of outer normals of the two adjacent
facets, na,1 and na,2.
Gi,k = {g ∈ R2 : nTa,jg ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, and nTe g > 0}
• Stay Inside Controller
After the quadrotor has transitioned from the K−1 region into the destination
region K via the first controller type, a Stay Inside controller is applied to force
the vehicle to stay within the region. A set Gi,K which produces the desired
motion is defined as the set of all vectors that point in the opposite direction
as the outer normals of the two facets adjacent to vi,K .
Gi,K = {g ∈ RN : na,jgT ≤ 0, j = 1, 2}
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Choosing Vectors for Smooth Trajectories
Applying the method for choosing control vectors described above yields a set control
vectors at vertices of each region, though it constructs the set for each region indi-
vidually. However, it can be noted that as a vehicle transitions from one region into
another, it crosses the shared facet, which bounded by two shared vertices. For each
of these sets Gi,k, a subset, G
∗
i,k, can be found such that the control vectors produce
smooth trajectories by matching the the control vectors at shared vertices between
two adjacent regions [18]. Let the two shared vertices be denoted m and n. By con-
straining the sets Gm,k and Gn,k to G
∗
m,k = Gm,k
⋂
Gm,k+1 and G
∗
n,k = Gn,k
⋂
Gn,k+1
it ensures that the control vectors have a smooth transition between the two regions.
Constructing the Vector Field
The sets G∗i,k thus represents sets of control vectors that produce the desired mo-
tion. From this set, the optimal vector, g∗i , which maximizes progress towards the
destination region can be chosen at each vertex, by formulating a constrained lin-
ear programming problem. The formulation maximizes the sums of the dot product
between each control vectors and the outer normal of the corresponding exit facets.
From the set of optimal contol vectors, a vector field f(x, y) is constructed over
the entirety of the region by writing the control vector at each point as the convex
combination controls at the vertices. This will be described for the rectangular and
triangular partitions shown in Figure 4.5:
• Triangular Partitions
For the triangular partitioning shown in Figure 4.5(a), the control vectors at
points within the convex hull of the vertices in region k can be uniquely defined
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(mx,my)
(mx,My) (Mx,My)
(Mx,my)
(x, y)
Figure 4.6: Coordinates of vertices in a rectangular partition
by the affine mapping:
f(x) = GkW
−1, x ∈ RN
where:
Gk =
[
g∗1 g
∗
2 g
∗
3
]
, and W =
v1 v2 v3
1 1 1

• Rectangular Partitions For a rectangular partition as in the figure shown,
the control vectors are uniquely defined by:
f(x) =
∑4
i cig
∗
i
where:
ci =
∏4
j=1
Mj−xj
Mj−mj
xj−mj
Mj−mj , with M and m as shown in Figure 4.6
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Vector Field Control
The vector field generated on the partitions provides the proper vehicle heading to
drive the robot through the specified regions. The heading, expressed as a unit
vector, can be scaled by the desired traveling velocity, V Des and used as a setpoint
for a feedback controller used in the outer control loop.
r¨Desx,y = kd(V
Desf(x, y)− r˙) + ki
∫
(V Desf(x, y)− r˙x,y)
r¨Desz = Kp,z(−r∆z) +Ki,z
∫
(−r∆z) +Kd,z(−r˙∆z)
(4.8)
Again, the output of the control law is given in terms of a desired translational
acceleration.
4.3.3 Vector Field Trajectory Generation- Experimental Results
The methodology described above was implemented in the HyNeSs UAV Testbed.
The experimental results are highlighted in the paper ”Receding Horizon Control in
Dynamic Environments from Temporal Logic Specifications”. A background of the
paper and the results are explained below.
The paper presents a control strategy for an autonomous vehicle that is required
to satisfy a mission specification over service requests occurring at the regions of a
partitioned environment. The overall mission specification consists of a temporal logic
statement over a set of static, a priori known requests, and a servicing priority order
over a set of dynamic requests that can be sensed locally. The approach is based on
two main steps. First, an abstraction for the motion of the vehicle is constructed in
the environment by using an assignment of vector fields to the regions in the partition.
Second, a receding horizon controller computes local plans within the sensing range
of the vehicle such that both local and global mission specifications are satisfied. The
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methodology was implemented and evaluated by an experimental setup consisting of
a quadrotor performing a persistent surveillance task over a planar grid environment.
To navigate in the environment, the quadrotor performs a two-step sequences in
which it first flies from its current cell to one of its neighboring cells as given by
the Region-to-Region controller, then remains in the target cell using the Stay-Inside
controller while performing the necessary sensing and planning operations. Fig. 4.7
shows the results of the experiment, including a close-up of the vector fields of two ad-
jacent cells. Note that the vector field is continuous everywhere in the region spanned
by the two rectangles, which implies that the corresponding trajectory is smooth.
Figure 4.7: The bold line shows the actual trajectory of the quadrotor through the environment.
The enlarged image shows the vector field created to drive the quadrotor from the region on the left
into the region on the right.
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5 HyNeSs UAV Testbed
5.1 Experiment Platform
The experiments used to demonstrate the methodologies described in this thesis were
performed in the Hybrid and Networked Systems Lab UAV Testbed. This thesis
covers the development of the testbed, detailing the construction of the experimen-
tal platform and the implementation of the theoretical framework for deploying au-
tonomous quadrotors.
The testbed is capable of controlling multiple mobile robots in an emulated dy-
namic city-like environment. The experimental platform, shown in the Figure 5.1,
consists of a motion capture system, a projection system, physical objects, and a
computer network.
A
B
C
D
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental arena, where A) is a set of downward facing motion
capture cameras, B) is a series of four projectors, each capable of projecting a section of a single
seamless image, C) is a physical obstacles, and D) is a platform which serves as the ground reference
for the robots and a background for projecting images.
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• Motion Capture System
Localization data for robots and for critical features in the environment is pro-
vided by a NaturalPoint motion capture system. The system consists of sixteen
S250e infrared cameras controlled by Optitrack Tracking Tools Software. The
cameras flood the arena with infrared light and pick up reflections from mark-
ers placed on objects in the environment. By arranging the markers in defined
configurations, the software is capable of tracking groups of markers as a rigid
bodies. By placing markers uniquely on robots and on vertices of physical ob-
stacles, the software can determine six degree-of-freedom information for each
entity in the environment. The software then broadcasts the data through a
multicast stream at 120 Hz.
• Projection
The testbed utilizes a series of Viewsonic DLP short throw projectors to create
a single seamless image projected on the ground of the arena. The high angle of
the projection allow these specialized projectors to be mounted such that aerial
vehicles do not disturb the image below.
• Computer Network
The testbed is controlled through a computer network system comprised of
three main nodes, an experiment server node, a robot control node, and a
projection node. The system also can also interface with additional nodes for
increased computation. All communication through the system is done via UDP
and multicast streams, which facilitates the interface between various operating
systems. A diagram of the network is shown in Figure 5.2.
– Experiment Server
This is the central node in the system and is used to manage the flow of
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information between the other nodes. This node utilizes data from the
motion capture system to create and maintain a virtual environment in
Matlab in which the robots operate. As the environment changes, the
current state of the environment is distributed to the robot control and
projection nodes.
– Robot Control Node
This node implements the control algorithms to perform the surveillance
missions developed in this paper as if the robots were operating in a real
environment. Matlab is used to implement the control algorithms and to
interface with the server and vehicles. The node communicates with each
of the vehicles via zigbee radio modules at the rate of 120Hz. The zigbee
modules operate per the 802.15.4 standard which specifies the physical
layer and media access control for the device.
– Projection Node
This node is used to calibrate and control the images displayed by the
projectors. Prior to running an experiment, this node creates a library of
projectable images, each representing a possible state of the environment.
During the experiment, information from the experiment server directs the
system to display the image that corresponds to the state of the virtual
environment.
5.2 Quadrotor Models
The testbed has the capability to autonomously pilot three quadrotor models, shown
in Figure 5.3. The first is a custom built quadrotor, designed by Boston University’s
Intelligent Mechatronics Lab (IML). The design has a mass of .5 kg and a wingspan
of .3m, and features a downward facing Caspa camera with Overo processor. The
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Figure 5.2: The diagram above shows the flow of information between the nodes, where A) is UDP
stream that determines which image is displayed by the projectors, B) is a UPD stream of service
requests, C) is a mutlicast stream of localization data and a UDP stream to serve computation
requests, D) and E) are open UDP ports that interface with additional nodes, F) is an image stream
over ethernet, and G) is zigbee communication.
quadrotor utilizes an Open Pilot onboard microcontroller. The two other models,
KMel k500 and KMel Nano Plus, are built by KMel Robotics. The Nano Plus has a
mass of.5kg and .25 m wingspan, and has a flight time of up to 15 minutes. The k500
is slightly larger at 1kg mass and .5m wingspan. This model has a payload of up to
500 grams. All of the quadrotors used in the testbed have a payload great enough to
carry the sensing capabilities needed be utilized in a surveillance mission similar the
problem considered in this work.
5.3 Environment Creation
The testbed arena in which the experiment are performed emulate a city-like envi-
ronment using physical objects and projections of images displayed on the ground.
First, the physical objects are placed in the arena, and the positions of locations of
interest and outer boundaries are marked on the ground of the platform. Motion
capture markers are placed on the vertices of each of the features in the environment.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Figure 5.3(a) shows the design custom built by the IML at Boston University. Figures
5.3(b) and 5.3(c) show the k500 and Nano Plus, built by KMel Robotics.
Using the position information calculated by the motion capture software, a Mat-
lab program creates a virtual environment that captures the physical layout in the
arena. The projection system then projects images on the ground which display the
polytopic shapes used to denote the locations of interest. Figure 5.4 shows the phys-
ical environment, along with the virtual environment maintained in the experiment
server.
b
oi
ri
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Figure 5.4(a) shows a photo the testbed. Figure 5.4(b) shows an image of the virtual
environment.
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5.4 Environment Observations
At each location of interest, the type of event that is occurring at a given time can
be represented by display the polytope in a particular color. Any time a quadrotor
is required to make an observation, the section of the projected image where the
quadrotor is currently located is made available, simulating what would be seen by a
downward facing camera mounted underneath the vehicle. The image in Figure 5.4
shows an example of how the camera can be modeled within the virtual environment.
Figure 5.5: Simulated Camera Model
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6 Conclusion
The work in this thesis looked at an application for utilizing autonomous quadrotors
to perform persistent surveillance missions.
The thesis first developed the theoretical framework for deploying the robots. In
Section 2, experimental results demonstrated how the high-level behavior of a team
of quadrotors could be managed using a finite state machine. Section 3 described
the design for a controller capable of performing setpoint following, while Section 4
presented two methods for generation the trajectories that the quadrotors may follow.
Experimental results for both methods show that the low-level controls were effective
in driving the quadrotor safely from location to location through the environment.
The thesis then covered the development of the Hybrid and Networked Systems
Lab UAV Testbed. The experimental platform was able to emulate the city-like
environment required to evaluate the theoretical aspects of the system. All results
shown in the thesis were derived from experiments performed in the testbed.
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A State Space Model
Appendix A details the state space model of the full non-linear dynamics model of
the quadrotor.
States are assigned as the following:
x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z, x4 = x˙, x5 = y˙, x6 = z˙
x7 = φ, x8 = θ, x9 = ψ, x10 = p˙, x11 = q˙, x12 = s˙
The state space model is given:
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x˙1 = x4
x˙2 = x5
x˙3 = x6
x˙4 =
FT
m
(cosx9 sinx8 + cosx8 sinx7 sinx9)
x˙5 =
FT
m
(sinx9 sinx8 − cosx9 cosx8 sinx7)
x˙6 =
FT
m
(cosx7 cosx8)
x˙7 = cosx8 + x12 sinx8
x˙8 = x10 sinx8 tanx7 + x11 − x12 cosx8 tanx7
x˙9 = −x10 sinx8
cosx7
+ x12
cosx8
cosx7
x˙10 =
1
Ix
(LkF (ω
2
2 − ω24)− x11x12(Iz − Iy))
x˙11 =
1
Iy
(LkF (ω
2
3 − ω21)− x10x12(Ix − Iz))
x˙12 =
1
Iz
(LkM(ω
2
1 − ω21 + ω23 − ω24)− x10x11(Iy − Ix))
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B Simulation Parameters
Parameters used in the simulation performed in Section 3 are as listed.The quadrotor
model parameters are consisted with the work by Voos (2009)
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Parameter Value Unit
g 9.81 m/s2
m .5 kg
L .2 m
Ix, Iy 4.85e−3 kg ·m2
Iz 8.81e−3 kg ·m2
kF 3.36e
−6 kg ·m
kM 1.12e
−7 kg ·m2
kp,x, kp,y 4 n/a
ki,x, ki,y .001 n/a
kd,x, kd,y 4 n/a
kp,z 40 n/a
ki,z .15 n/a
kd,z 30 n/a
kp,φ, kp,θ, kp,ψ 250 n/a
ki,φ, ki,θ, ki,ψ .001 n/a
kd,φ, kd,θ, kd,ψ 100 n/a
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C Kalman Filter Parameters
The parameters used in the Kalman Filter are based off of a linearized model of the
quadrotor dynamics and off of the expected sensor error covariance of the motion
capture system used in the HyNeSs UAV Testbed.
Matrices for the Kalman Filter are:
A =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

B =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 θ
0 0 0 −φ
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

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u =

∆ωφ
∆ωφ
∆ωφ
∆ωφ

H =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Po = I12x12, R =
10−6I3x3 0
0 10−1I3x3
 Q =

I3x3 0 0 0
0 500I3x3 0 0
0 0 I3x3 0
0 0 0 50I3x3

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